
See How a 5th Grade Homework Assignment Could Change the World! 
 

What does Father & Son, American Made, 
Family Values, and Taco Night have in common?

Oldsmar, Florida – Father & son duo, Scott and Quinn Bahnsen 
invent the Taco Susan. What is the Taco Susan you ask? It 

started the night Quinn Bahnsen came home with a homework 
assignment to invent something that made people’s lives better. 

Some may say this is an awfully tough homework assignment 
for a 5th grader, and others may say it’s good to start kids on a 

socially concious path, early on.

The Bahnsen’s grappled around the dinner table trying to come up 
with new and innovative ideas, but they found themselves perplexed 

to fathom something that wasn’t already in existence. While wrestling 
over the fuss of passing taco ingredient bowls back and forth, it hit 

them. “let’s make a device that turns one of America’s favorite meals 
into a really fun and organized experience.” 

They started with the concept of the Lazy Susan and ideas on how to improve it, started to flow. 
Before the night was over they had their newly designed Taco Susan, complete with hard and soft 
taco shell holders, seven different ingredient areas designed to fit either your favorite bowls, or the 
most common disposable bowls found in every grocery store across America.

The Bahnsen’s thought of everything, they even added accessory items like the taco plate which 
holds your taco upright while you add ingredients and eat. One of the best accomplishments of this 
family adventure was when Father, Scott Bahnsen solved young Quinns’ inability to fold a burrito 
that wouldn’t fall apart. This challenge was no match for Scott’s American Ingenuity, as he quickly 
created the perfect burrito folding apparatus that now doubles as a plate. “It folds burritos perfectly, 
every time,” says Quinn Bahnsen.

So, how does Father & Son activities, American Made Products, Family Values & Taco Night change 
the world? Well, you tell us how it doesn’t! In a time when we can all be too busy to get to the dinner 
table, too busy to spend our time with our families, and too busy or too downtrodden to think we 
can make something that matters. The Bahnsen family have not only found the time spend together, 
they have found the time to create together. Not only have they invented and built an America 
Made product that makes it fun to come to the dinner table. Not only have they invented something 
that works for more than just tacos, they have built the Taco Susan to be a Social Enterprise with 
a portion of the proceeds going back to breast cancer research, a topic very close to home in the 
Bahnsen Family. 

If you would like to help add to the Bahnsen’s momentum and contribute to making the world a 
better place, please text 3777 to 383838 (No personal information will be captured). Or you can visit 
TacoSusan.com to help cast your vote for this uniquely made American product, designed by a 5th 
grader and his family.
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